
Nove TrailO 2018
BULLETIN STAGE2

Italian TempO Championship – Italian Cup – TrailO Cup
Sunday 15 April 2018, Nove - Parco del Brenta 

MAP: laser print in scale 1:4000 of a map ISSOM 1:5000 contour interval 2m, updated in 2018.

FORMULA: TempO.  7 stations, each one with 5 tasks and 6 flags. Z (Zero) answer is possible, when no flag is
in the right position.

CLASSES: single class Open.

ZERO TOLERANCE The zero tolerance is 6m, no other conditions. This means that in case of a Zero flag, the 
flags are apart more than 6m from the correct position.

LAYOUT  The maps are loose, realized with TiM application and laminated. The layout is identical to the one of 
the timed station on Stage 1. In the CC the maps of the timed control of Saturday will be available. The order of 
the maps can be checked looking at the front page. Each competitor will take care about checking the order when
he receive the map bunch at the station

START – at 10:00  5 minutes from the assembly area to the start (400m + 0m), marked. Start order following the 
start list published and hung at the event center 

COMPETITION PATH  900m, 10m of elevation. The path is stony in several parts. Follow the directions of the 
officials.

PROCEDURE  In every station the competitor receives a bunch of 5 maps. The official will declaim the formula “6
flags, ALPHA – BRAVO – CHARLIE - DELTA - ECHO - FOXTROT– Time starts now!”. Only at this moment the
competitor can open the bunch and solve the first question and the followings. Is is not possible to go to the next
map before answering the previous, or go back to the previous map. Time limit for every station is 150 seconds.
20sec before the term the official will warn the competitor saying “20 seconds!”. 

ANSWERS  Answer should be given verbally. If a competitor wants to give the answers pointing at letters in the 
table, he should ask the official as soon he arrives at the station. The answers must be given clearly using the 
english phonetic alphabet (Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot , Zero). The answers and the overall time 
are written on the control card. We reccomend the competitors to check the control card on coming out of 
the station: late complaints about mistakes in copying will be rejected. After completing a station, the 
competitor goes on along the path till the STOP sign, and wait the call to the next station.

FINISH  The finish is at the last station; the control card will be withdrawn. In order to come back to the CC the 
competitors will go on forward along the path, and will take the embankment , following the signs (2km). Instead 
the wheelchairs have to come back along the path, and at the fork between the 5th and the 4th station take the 
path on the right.

RESULTS  The times obtained in the 7 station are summed with a penalty of 30 sec for every wrong answer. Who
obtain the least time wins.

PRIZES Prize-giving about at 13:30. Prizes for the first three, and for the best Paralympic. Prizegiving also for the
Italian and the regional Championship.

Jury:  Elvio Cereser, Krešo Keresteš, Mauro Nardo

For everything else the international and national rules are effective.

The organisers wish you an enjoyable competition!


